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Dee Sadler - A typical Adobe geek girl. She runs a User Group (KCWebCore), co-manager of
another (KCDesignCore) and helps with KCDevCore. She is an Adobe Community Expert in
Dreamweaver and InDesign, and loves everything CSS. She is also an Adobe Certified Instructor in
Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Dreamweaver and Flash, with a passion for Fireworks and also
teaches Acrobat. I am also an Adobe Freelance Professional. Some of you might also know me in
the CF community as the person who puts together Fusion Authority Quarterly Update. I want to
bring designers and developers closer together and hope to bridge that gap with some new apps this
year like Flash Catalyst.
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1. Have you spoken at CFUnited in the past?

This will be my... 3rd CFUnited I believe. I've never spoken at one before, but have helped with a
BOF last year. I'd tell them there isn't a better place for a beginner, intermediate or advanced CF
developer to learn something new, and more importantly talk to and network with others in the
community.
2. Why should people attend your session(s)?

My sessions span that range as well. In the all day class, we'll take someone new to CSS and give
them the knowledge to grasp the concepts and apply them. In the regular session we'll spend 2 hours
learning how to do some dynamic CSS with CF, make clean CSS navigation and how to style data
tables and forms.
In the Flash Catalyst session, they'll learn how to do roundtrip with Illustrator, and hopefully by
then, Fireworks.
3. Besides your topic, what other sessions are you looking forward to?

For me, anything that involves CF n00b stuff and jQuery and databases. Any new frameworks stuff
is great too. Maybe some AIR.. Oh heck, everything. I am a social person, so my favorite part is
always the great networking.
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4. Where can people find you at CFUnited?

Always visible. Can easily be found wherever the crowd is.
5. What is unique about CFUnited?

CFUnited is the only really comprehensive conference about ColdFusion and Flex. Not just
Enterprise, and not just advanced. Anyone can learn at CFUnited.
6. What do you like to do in your free time?

Free time? What's that. There is always sites to design and CSS to be made.

